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Abstract 
Nowadays, auction marketplace are conducted online and executed via electronic channels. Taking one step further, online 
auction e-marketplace adopted software agent technology in the bidding process. A mobile agent-based e-auction marketplace 
must fit the concept of halal trade and following Shari’ah law in order to fulfill muslim community needs and must offer secure 
and trustworthy trading environment. Nevertheless, mobile agent raises issues concerning the protection of platform/host and 
malicious attacks from a variety of intervening that might alter the information its carries. This paper investigate the requirement 
of trusted and secure online auction in line with Shari’ah transaction rules using the mobile agent technology by proposing a 
security architecture for mobile-agent based e-auction marketplace. This paper also investigates possible online auction frauds 
that can affect bidding process and focused on bid shielding and shill bidding. At the end of this the paper, security architecture 
for mobile agent-based e-auction marketplace in Shari’ah compliant environment is presented. 
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1. Introduction 
An electronic marketplace or e-marketplace provides opportunities for conducting business in the same way as a 
traditional market that provide a meeting place for buyers and sellers except that the transactions are executed via 
electronic channels which usually an internet based platform [13]. Klaue et al. [9] described an e-marketplace as 
online parallel to the physical marketplace which allows potential buyers and sellers exchange information about 
goods or services or reaching agreement through information alone. 
According to National B2B report [15], e-marketplace can be divided into three different types based on a range 
of business model which are Independent e-marketplace, Vertical marketplace and horizontal marketplace. 
Independent e-marketplace is a business-to business online platform which is operated by a third party and open to 
either buyers or sellers. An e-marketplace which is runs by a consortium of buyers for efficient purchasing 
environment is known as Buyer-Oriented e-marketplace while Supplier-Oriented marketplace is set up and operated 
by a number of suppliers. Vertical e-marketplace provides online access to business vertically up and down in 
contrast with horizontal e-marketplace that connects buyers and sellers across different industry. 
One of the marketplace mechanism that matched buyers and seller is auction. E-auction marketplace can be run 
by a third party as a buyer/supplier oriented marketplace or as a vertical/horizontal marketplace. E-auction is based 
on selling goods or products in an open environment and customer may give value to the products [4]. The auction 
business comprises numerous business mechanisms working online. The most favoured of auction business 
mechanisms are Dutch mechanism and English mechanism. English mechanism featured product as single item and 
comes upon bidding, where the game is won by the highest bidder. In contrast, Dutch mechanism featured multiple 
products and can be won by multiple people [12]. 
Auction has been one of the elements in Muslim community market trading since the time of Prophet 
Muhammad (p.b.u.h). In order to fulfil Muslim community needs, an e-auction market should fit the concept of halal 
trading and following Islamic law and regulations.  
Taking a step further, recently the e-auction marketplace has adopted software agent technology to facilitate users 
in the bidding process. Mobile agents can move to others machines to retrieve information or interact with other 
agents in the network on behalf of the user [10]. Borcelius [1] classified mobile agent as a particular class of agent 
with the ability to migrate from one host to another host during the execution. Agents may have different abilities, 
but typically possess the required functionality to fulfil their design objectives. An intelligent agent should have the 
ability of acting autonomously without user interaction, flexible and able to communicate with other agent.  
Many aspects of security requirement or properties need to take into consideration in order to develop secure 
mobile agent-based system. The requirements are generally agreed upon agent community as the basic requirement 
that the protection schemes should comply; Data integrity means agent does not allow any modification of data 
either static or dynamic data, Confidentiality which only allows data stored within an agent to be viewed by an 
authorized entities, and Non-repudiation prevents either a sender or a receiver from denying previous commitments 
or actions.  
In this paper, we described the security architecture within the shari’ah compliant concept. The focused is upon 
the agent authentication and authorisation, data modification by other agent and fake bidding behaviour which will 
be discussed in details in section 3 and 4. The organisation of this paper is as follows; section 2 describes the related 
works, section 3 describes the security issues in mobile agent-based e-auction, section 4 will explained the proposed 
secure shari’ah compliant e-auction architecture and finally this paper is concluded with a summary in section 5. 
2. Related works 
Dohnson [4] explained the basic of auction process begins with the registration of items to be sold by the seller. 
The seller sets a minimum bid on the item up for auction. Bidders or customers must log at least the minimum bid in 
order to participate in the bidding and it continues until the auction reach its time limit. At the end of auction, the 
winning bidder submits payment using any of the options previously authorized by the seller. The auctioned item is 
delivered by winner either by post or courier service.  The online model of business auction and business auction 
process runs on the basis of the fees charged by the seller of the products just the same happens with the traditional 
process of auction [12].  
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 In shari’ah law, the practice of offering something that other people have offered can be classified into three 
categories. First, if there is an explicit statement of approval from the seller the price of one bidder, it is not allowed 
for others to bid without the permission of the approved bidders bid. Second, if there is no indication of approval or 
rejection of the offer from the seller, then there are no prohibition laws for others to raise the bid or the first bid. 
Third, if there are indications of approval from the seller of a bid, although not stated explicitly, then according to 
IbnQudama still not allowed to be offered to others [18]. 
In the concept of Shari’ah compliant e-auction marketplace, Suriati et al. [14] proposed a Shari’ah compliant e-
auction framework. This research found eight characteristics that do not comply with Shari’ah principles, which are 
identification verification, product, product description, payment method, bidding fee, closing period, starting price, 
auction fee and payment by third party. Meanwhile, Norleyza et al. [11] proposed a framework for mobile agent-
based halal auction. The model fits within the concept of halal trading.  
In an agent-based online auction participating agents play a specific roles defined by the auction framework. 
Most common agent involved in auction marketplace are, bidder agent, supplier agent or seller agent, broker agent, 
coordinator agent, auctioneer agent and third party agent [17, 7, 11]. 
The Development of the internet has spurred a number of attempts to create virtual marketplaces. However, only 
human’s interfaces are provided by concurrent online marketplaces. With the development of agent technology, 
auction sites with agent interfaces have been available [19]. Some auction sites like e-Bay provide simple agent-like 
interfaces known as proxy bidder which can automatically bid on behalf of the user [19]. Mobile agent permits all 
the required operation to be performed without maintaining the connection with remote host. 
Halalfinder.com is a halal auction marketplace that provides some simple agent-like interfaces similar to eBay 
and Onsale. Halalfinder use a proxy bid which allows bidder to place the higher bid. At all times bidder will only 
pay the lowest required bid if he/she wins the auction. For example, if the current bid on an auction is 500.00 
(depends on currency bidder choose to use), bidder can place a proxy bid of 2,000.00. If the bidder remains the only 
bidder he/she just need to pay 500.00. However, if the item receives other bids the site wills automatically re-bid for 
the bidder up to 2,000 to ensure the bidder remain in the lead [8]. 
To address users concerns over trust and privacy, Norleyza et al. [21] proposed a secure agent-based marketplace 
(SAM) using Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs).  PETs are the technique and methodologies to assure 
confidential communication, secure audit of privacy, related transactions, and secure storage and maintenance of 
data. This framework include the Digital forensic Agent to provides a mechanism of identifying users, 
communicating and performing forensic which incorporates PETS. The concern of the digital forensic agents is to 
reveal the identity of abuser in contrast to PETs which attempt to hide the identity of users. 
However, those proposed security architecture and mechanism did not be implemented within the Shari’ah 
compliant e-auction environment.  Norleyza et al. [11] proposed a framework that encompassed overall security, 
privacy and digital forensic rovisioning to support Shari’ah compliant e-trading without details architecture. This 
proposed secure framework did not consider fraud behaviors that lead to violation of shari’ah rules as stated by 
Suriati et al. [14] which are include shill bidding and bid shielding. 
As the main concern in the used of mobile agent in shari’ah compliant e-auction is the security issues and the 
concern of the act of mobile agent that should not violate the Shari’ah principles in auction trading. Up to the 
knowledge there is no security architecture for shari’ah compliant e-auction implemented yet. 
3. Security issues in mobile agent-based e-auction 
3.1. Security threats 
Jansen and Karygianis classed the security threats in to three main classes which are disclosure of information, 
denial of service and corruption of information. Meanwhile Zwierko and Kotulski [20] categorized the threats in 
agent system into four groups: an agent attacking an agent platform, an agent platform attacking agent, an agent 
attacking another agent on the agent platform and other attacks. The use of mobile agent raises a number of security 
issues. The communication medium is inherently insecure and variety of attacks can be conceived. For example, 
eavesdropping on network traffic and agents activities observation by the unauthorized users may occur. In a worst 
case scenario, active intruder may modify the code, data or state of an agent in the traffic [16]. A major security 
problem in a network oriented environment is that neither the agent nor the machines are necessarily trustworthy. 
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The agent might try to harm the machine and gain access to local resources. The machines might try to harm the 
agent or access its private information and resources. Either the machine or the agent may be malicious or badly 
programmed [1]. 
This mobile agent security issues has also been a concern in the e-auction marketplace environment. There is a 
need to improve the security and privacy throughout the auction process. Security ensures that agents are protected 
from malicious attacks during transportation and bidding. Meanwhile, privacy are provided to protects the real 
identity of each participating bidder with the encryption mechanism [7]. 
3.2. Online auction frauds 
Online auction frauds can be categorized into few types including, seller bids on own auction to dive up its price. 
Second, two bidders collude on an auction which one makes low bid while the other one makes an inflated bid so 
second before the auction ends, the higher bidder withdraws at once and third fraudsters set up an auction only for 
the purpose of obtaining personal or credit card information [2].  In some cases, fraudsters often disguise themselves 
as honest members by imitating normal trading behaviours [3]. 
Furthermore, some criminals apply phishing techniques to steal high-rated seller’s accounts so that potential 
buyers can be easily deceived due to their good rating. Victims of fraud transactions usually lose their money and in 
most cases are not recoverable [3]. As a result, the reputation of the online auction services is decrease due to fraud 
crimes. 
Shill bidding includes any activity in which a seller or an associate of a seller bids on the seller’s own item in an 
auction. Shill bidding can be performed either by the seller or by individuals associated with the seller (including 
friends and family members), who may have a level of access to the seller’s item information that is not available to 
the general community [6, 5]. Meanwhile, Bid shielding occurs when a buyer and a partner (not a seller) artificially 
inflate the bids, discouraging others from bidding.  Then, at the last minute, the shielder cancels his high bid and 
allows his partner to win the auction with a lower bid [5].  
In shari’ah principles view, the concept of bid shielding and shill biding resembles to najash. Najash is an illegal 
act and not permitted in Islam. Suriati et al. [14] explained the concept of najash and uncertainty in details. 
4. Proposed secure shari’ah compliant e-auction architecture 
4.1. Mobile agent e-auction marketplace framework 
The e-auction framework will be based on the shari’ah compliant e-auction framework proposed by Norleyza et 
al. [11] with a several modification made. Figure 1 shows the proposed framework. 
 
4.1.1. Mobile agent generation 
 
 The mobile agent will be generated by the host either buyer/seller before enter the marketplace. Buyer agent 
(BA) carries certificate, unique ID, owner information, product/services request, and auctioneer it is registered to. 
Seller agent (SA) carries certificate, unique ID, owner information, bid indication, product/services offered, 
certificate of ownership, and auctioneer it registered to.  
The marketplace should be able to provide at least one auctioneer agent (AA) to handle one auction type and a 
Halal Trade Agent to monitor the transaction process from any shari’ah principles violation. Auctioneer agent is 
generated by the auction handler. For each auction type registered by the seller, auction handler generate one auction 
session. In order to do that, auction handler read the details from auction database. 
4.1.2. Marketplace registration 
 
Certificate Authority (CA) is a trusted third-party that is responsible to acknowledge the validity of the public 
keys, issues digital certificates to e-marketplace entity as a proof of identity and provide necessary information for 
authentication between trading parties. BA/SA carries along the request, certificate and necessary information to the 
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Registration Authority (RA) upon registration. RA verifies the certificates through the CA to ensure proof of 
identity. Once the registrations done, the BA/SA will be forwarded to the Directory Service. Any suspicious 
transaction will be recorded in an event log. 
4.1.3. Match seller and buyer 
 
Products publishing and advertising are done by the Directory Service (DS). BA/SA will consult DS to find the 
suitable Auctioneer Agent (AA). DS retrieve information from SA and record it in the auction database. SA then 
returns to its host bringing along the item number and auction session number. The marketplace should offer at least 
one AA. AA is responsible to match sellers with buyers. BA is forwarded to the selected AA together with the bid or 
offer. BA and SA can be registered with more than one AA. 
 Typically an AA responds to BA’s request, acknowledges BA of any products/ services available, and choose 
the seller respectively to match the buyer’s needs. AA also responsible to communicate with other AA if the 
requested products/services are not available on the seller’s lists. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Secure shari’ah compliant e-auction marketplace. 
4.1.4. Bidding process 
 
Once AA successfully match buyer and seller, it will notify BA and SA. SA will return to the host. BA send the 
bid (n times) to the AA. AA will update the bidder column respectively. Any suspicious transaction will be recorded 
in an event log. The Halal trade agent plays a role here to make sure the bidding process did not violate Shari’ah 
principles. 
4.1.5. Auction close 
 
After the auction meets the auction close time, the AA will notify BA to stop bidding. AA will run the decision 
making algorithm to identify the winner. BA updates the auction database and notifies the winner. Once BA agrees 
s/he will notify AA. AA sends notification to the seller to inform who the winner is. BA then returns to the host. 
Seller and buyer communicate with each other for the payment process upon the agreement made on the 
marketplace trade. 
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4.2. Security approach 
Security threats may occur within the e-auction marketplace. This paper categorise the scenario that may cause 
security concern into three categories; Authentication and authorisation of the agent, modification of bid data,  and 
fake bidding behaviour. 
4.2.1. Authentication and authorization of agent 
 
In order to gain initial trust and prove its authenticity, every mobile agent is assumed to get registered with 
Certificate Authority (CA) because a digitally signed trust certificate is issued to an agent at the time of registration. 
The process of migrating or transmitting a mobile agent from one node to another node is done via Guard Agent 
(GA).  
GA become an entry and exit point to the marketplace. GA will be installed in the BA, SA, RA and Auctioneer 
Agent (AA). If BA/SA decides to move from one site to the other, it will inform GA. The initiator’s GA will send a 
request to the remote GA for an authorization based on credentials supplied by the BA or SA. If authorization is 
granted, mobile agent is put into the inactive state, and the initiator’s guard wraps the mobile agent’s code, state and 
data information needed for reconstruction on the remote site. The initiator’s guard will make a frozen copy of the 
mobile agent and sent to the remote guard who will inspect and reinstate. The agent then will then be terminated. 
After registration, a mobile agent is able to access to the marketplace and provided services. 
4.2.2. Modification of bid data 
 
For this case, we focused on the scenario that occurs within the marketplace. For example bidder A creates an 
agent that carries a malicious code to discover others bid value and perform modification if necessary. After bidder 
A successfully signed in its mobile agent to the marketplace, the agent will be forwarded to directory services. 
Directory service forwards the agent to the respective auctioneer agent based on the chosen auction type. During the 
execution of auction, bidder A’s agent may execute the malicious code.  
After registration, bidder agent information is already decrypted. Thus, during the execution of the auction, the 
bidder agent will be transparent to others. Therefore, it is insecure if the bidder agent carries malicious code because 
the agents will be vulnerable to each other.  
To prevent this from happen, we propose the double encryption. The double encryption is explained in section 
4.3. 
4.2.3. Fake bidding behavior- shill bidding and bid shielding 
 
During the bidding process done by the auctioneer, the bidder will take this opportunity to either increase the 
winning probability or try to inflate the price of an item. For example, Alice and Bob working in collusion with each 
other to win over a bid or Alice gain access to multiple accounts. Alice enters a bid for the amount they are willing 
to pay for an item. Bob then immediately enters an excessively high bid in an attempt to deter other bidders from 
continuing to bid. As the auction is drawing to a close, the Bob is retracted. When this occurs, the next highest bid 
becomes the winner in this case it might be Alice. This scenario is well known as bid shielding.  
In the case of shill bidding, there are various scenarios. For this case, we only focus on three scenarios by 
considering Bob as the seller: 
x Bob tends to send the agent to bid exclusively on certain seller to increase the price. 
x Bob usually bids the minimum amount required to outbid the current highest bidder. Bob will bids an 
amount that is much higher than the current highest bid because it is unlikely to the highest bidder to 
submit any more bids and can cause Bob to win the auction. 
x Bob’s goal is try to stimulate bidding. As a result, Bob will tend to bid near the beginning time of an 
auction. Thus, she capable of influence the entire auction process. Bob will not bidding towards the end of 
an auction because it is too risky as Bob could accidentally win. 
Bid shielding and shill bidding is obviously violating the Shari’ah principles [9]. To reduce the probability of 
shill bidding and bid shielding from occur, Halal Trade Agent will collaborate with the AA to monitor this 
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suspicious behaviour. AA is capable to detect this suspicious behaviour through the provided bidder id. AA sends 
notification to Halal Trade Agent, before Halal Trade Agent notifies the directory service to drop the respective 
bidder for the next auction session. 
4.3. Double encryption 
The mobile agent’s information that will be encrypted is categorized into two category; low risk information and 
high risk information.  The low risk information are such as, owner information, certificate, and agent’s ID. 
Meanwhile, the bid increment and maximum bid offer can be categorized a highly risk data because may exposed to 
modification of bidding value. 
The first decrypted process happened after the registration. Only the low risk information will be encrypted.  The 
second decrypted process will be done by the bidder agent itself during the auction session. The bid increment and 
maximum bid offer decrypted for the agent to generate the bid offer and broadcast to the respective auctioneer 
agent. Figure 2 shows the double encryption illustration. 
The generated bid offer then again will be encrypted with the auctioneer public key before the broadcast process 
to secure the data before reaching the auctioneer agent. Only auctioneer agent can decrypt this using it own private 
key. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Double encryption. 
5. Conclusion and discussion 
In this paper, basic ideas for the development of security protocol for mobile agent-based e-auction marketplace 
was shown. The discussion on mobile agent-based Shari’ah compliant e-auction marketplace brought to the idea 
how to secure the mobile agent transmission up to the trust within the marketplace entity. Furthermore, it is 
important to consider the Shari’ ah principles within the auction trading to fulfil muslim community needs. Our 
research group is currently preparing a details security mechanism including the security protocol to match with the 
discussed architecture. 
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